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Features[ edit ] Object-oriented programming uses objects, but not all of the associated techniques and
structures are supported directly in languages that claim to support OOP. The features listed below are,
however, common among languages considered strongly class- and object-oriented or multi-paradigm with
OOP support , with notable exceptions mentioned. Comparison of programming languages object-oriented
programming and List of object-oriented programming terms Shared with non-OOP predecessor languages[
edit ] Variables that can store information formatted in a small number of built-in data types like integers and
alphanumeric characters. This may include data structures like strings , lists , and hash tables that are either
built-in or result from combining variables using memory pointers Procedures â€” also known as functions,
methods, routines, or subroutines â€” that take input, generate output, and manipulate data. Modern languages
include structured programming constructs like loops and conditionals. Modular programming support
provides the ability to group procedures into files and modules for organizational purposes. Modules are
namespaced so identifiers in one module will not be accidentally confused with a procedure or variable
sharing the same name in another file or module. Objects and classes[ edit ] Languages that support
object-oriented programming typically use inheritance for code reuse and extensibility in the form of either
classes or prototypes. Those that use classes support two main concepts: Classes â€” the definitions for the
data format and available procedures for a given type or class of object; may also contain data and procedures
known as class methods themselves, i. For example, a graphics program may have objects such as "circle",
"square", "menu". An online shopping system might have objects such as "shopping cart", "customer", and
"product". It is essential to understand this; using classes to organize a bunch of unrelated methods together is
not object orientation. Junade Ali, Mastering PHP Design Patterns [8] Each object is said to be an instance of
a particular class for example, an object with its name field set to "Mary" might be an instance of class
Employee. Procedures in object-oriented programming are known as methods ; variables are also known as
fields , members, attributes, or properties. This leads to the following terms: Class variables â€” belong to the
class as a whole; there is only one copy of each one Instance variables or attributes â€” data that belongs to
individual objects; every object has its own copy of each one Member variables â€” refers to both the class
and instance variables that are defined by a particular class Class methods â€” belong to the class as a whole
and have access only to class variables and inputs from the procedure call Instance methods â€” belong to
individual objects, and have access to instance variables for the specific object they are called on, inputs, and
class variables Objects are accessed somewhat like variables with complex internal structure, and in many
languages are effectively pointers , serving as actual references to a single instance of said object in memory
within a heap or stack. They provide a layer of abstraction which can be used to separate internal from
external code. External code can use an object by calling a specific instance method with a certain set of input
parameters, read an instance variable, or write to an instance variable. Objects are created by calling a special
type of method in the class known as a constructor. A program may create many instances of the same class as
it runs, which operate independently. This is an easy way for the same procedures to be used on different sets
of data. Object-oriented programming that uses classes is sometimes called class-based programming , while
prototype-based programming does not typically use classes. As a result, a significantly different yet
analogous terminology is used to define the concepts of object and instance. In some languages classes and
objects can be composed using other concepts like traits and mixins. Class-based vs prototype-based[ edit ] In
class-based languages the classes are defined beforehand and the objects are instantiated based on the classes.
If two objects apple and orange are instantiated from the class Fruit, they are inherently fruits and it is
guaranteed that you may handle them in the same way; e. In prototype-based languages the objects are the
primary entities. No classes even exist. The prototype of an object is just another object to which the object is
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linked. Every object has one prototype link and only one. New objects can be created based on already
existing objects chosen as their prototype. You may call two different objects apple and orange a fruit, if the
object fruit exists, and both apple and orange have fruit as their prototype. The attributes and methods of the
prototype are delegated to all the objects of the equivalence class defined by this prototype. The attributes and
methods owned individually by the object may not be shared by other objects of the same equivalence class; e.
Only single inheritance can be implemented through the prototype. This feature is known as dynamic dispatch
, and distinguishes an object from an abstract data type or module , which has a fixed static implementation of
the operations for all instances. If the call variability relies on more than the single type of the object on which
it is called i. A method call is also known as message passing. It is conceptualized as a message the name of
the method and its input parameters being passed to the object for dispatch. Encapsulation[ edit ]
Encapsulation is an object-oriented programming concept that binds together the data and functions that
manipulate the data, and that keeps both safe from outside interference and misuse. Data encapsulation led to
the important OOP concept of data hiding. If a class does not allow calling code to access internal object data
and permits access through methods only, this is a strong form of abstraction or information hiding known as
encapsulation. Some languages Java, for example let classes enforce access restrictions explicitly, for example
denoting internal data with the private keyword and designating methods intended for use by code outside the
class with the public keyword. Methods may also be designed public, private, or intermediate levels such as
protected which allows access from the same class and its subclasses, but not objects of a different class. In
other languages like Python this is enforced only by convention for example, private methods may have names
that start with an underscore. Encapsulation prevents external code from being concerned with the internal
workings of an object. This facilitates code refactoring , for example allowing the author of the class to change
how objects of that class represent their data internally without changing any external code as long as "public"
method calls work the same way. It also encourages programmers to put all the code that is concerned with a
certain set of data in the same class, which organizes it for easy comprehension by other programmers.
Encapsulation is a technique that encourages decoupling. Composition, inheritance, and delegation[ edit ]
Objects can contain other objects in their instance variables; this is known as object composition. Object
composition is used to represent "has-a" relationships: Languages that support classes almost always support
inheritance. This allows classes to be arranged in a hierarchy that represents "is-a-type-of" relationships. For
example, class Employee might inherit from class Person. All the data and methods available to the parent
class also appear in the child class with the same names. These will also be available in class Employee, which
might add the variables "position" and "salary". This technique allows easy re-use of the same procedures and
data definitions, in addition to potentially mirroring real-world relationships in an intuitive way. Rather than
utilizing database tables and programming subroutines, the developer utilizes objects the user may be more
familiar with: Multiple inheritance is allowed in some languages, though this can make resolving overrides
complicated. Some languages have special support for mixins , though in any language with multiple
inheritance, a mixin is simply a class that does not represent an is-a-type-of relationship. Mixins are typically
used to add the same methods to multiple classes. Abstract classes cannot be instantiated into objects; they
exist only for the purpose of inheritance into other "concrete" classes which can be instantiated. In Java, the
final keyword can be used to prevent a class from being subclassed. The doctrine of composition over
inheritance advocates implementing has-a relationships using composition instead of inheritance. For
example, instead of inheriting from class Person, class Employee could give each Employee object an internal
Person object, which it then has the opportunity to hide from external code even if class Person has many
public attributes or methods. Some languages, like Go do not support inheritance at all. Delegation is another
language feature that can be used as an alternative to inheritance. Polymorphism[ edit ] Subtyping - a form of
polymorphism - is when calling code can be agnostic as to whether an object belongs to a parent class or one
of its descendants. Meanwhile, the same operation name among objects in an inheritance hierarchy may
behave differently. For example, objects of type Circle and Square are derived from a common class called
Shape. The Draw function for each type of Shape implements what is necessary to draw itself while calling
code can remain indifferent to the particular type of Shape is being drawn. This is another type of abstraction
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which simplifies code external to the class hierarchy and enables strong separation of concerns. Open
recursion[ edit ] In languages that support open recursion , object methods can call other methods on the same
object including themselves , typically using a special variable or keyword called this or self. This variable is
late-bound ; it allows a method defined in one class to invoke another method that is defined later, in some
subclass thereof. History[ edit ] UML notation for a class. This Button class has variables for data, and
functions. Through inheritance a subclass can be created as subset of the Button class. Objects are instances of
a class. Terminology invoking "objects" and "oriented" in the modern sense of object-oriented programming
made its first appearance at MIT in the late s and early s. In the environment of the artificial intelligence
group, as early as , "object" could refer to identified items LISP atoms with properties attributes ; [10] [11]
Alan Kay was later to cite a detailed understanding of LISP internals as a strong influence on his thinking in
Alan Kay, [12] Another early MIT example was Sketchpad created by Ivan Sutherland in â€”61; in the
glossary of the technical report based on his dissertation about Sketchpad, Sutherland defined notions of
"object" and "instance" with the class concept covered by "master" or "definition" , albeit specialized to
graphical interaction. For programming security purposes a detection process was implemented so that
through reference counts a last resort garbage collector deleted unused objects in the random-access memory
RAM. Simula launched in , and was promoted by Dahl and Nygaard throughout and , leading to increasing
use of the programming language in Sweden, Germany and the Soviet Union. In , the language became widely
available through the Burroughs B computers , and was later also implemented on the URAL computer. In ,
Dahl and Nygaard wrote a Simula compiler. They settled for a generalised process concept with record class
properties, and a second layer of prefixes. Through prefixing a process could reference its predecessor and
have additional properties. Simula thus introduced the class and subclass hierarchy, and the possibility of
generating objects from these classes. The Simula 1 compiler and a new version of the programming language,
Simula 67, was introduced to the wider world through the research paper "Class and Subclass Declarations" at
a conference. By , the Association of Simula Users had members in 23 different countries. Early a Simula 67
compiler was released free of charge for the DecSystem mainframe family. The object-orientated Simula
programming language was used mainly by researchers involved with physical modelling , such as models to
study and improve the movement of ships and their content through cargo ports. Smaltalk included a
programming environment and was dynamically typed , and at first was interpreted , not compiled. Smalltalk
got noted for its application of object orientation at the language level and its graphical development
environment. Smalltalk went through various versions and interest in the language grew. Experimentation
with various extensions to Lisp such as LOOPS and Flavors introducing multiple inheritance and mixins
eventually led to the Common Lisp Object System , which integrates functional programming and
object-oriented programming and allows extension via a Meta-object protocol. In the s, there were a few
attempts to design processor architectures that included hardware support for objects in memory but these
were not successful. In , Goldberg edited the August issue of Byte Magazine , introducing Smalltalk and
object-orientated programming to a wider audience.
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This compact and comprehensive book provides an introduction to data structures from an object-oriented perspective
using the powerful language C++ as the programming vehicle. It is designed as an ideal text for the students before they
start designing algorithms in C++.

Most importantly, some of these classes such as Ball and Audience can be reused in another application, e.
Benefits of OOP The procedural-oriented languages focus on procedures, with function as the basic unit. You
need to first figure out all the functions and then think about how to represent data. The object-oriented
languages focus on components that the user perceives, with objects as the basic unit. Object-Oriented
technology has many benefits: You are dealing with high-level concepts and abstractions. Ease in design leads
to more productive software development. Ease in software maintenance: The fastest and safest way of
developing a new application is to reuse existing codes - fully tested and proven codes. A class is a definition
of objects of the same kind. In other words, a class is a blueprint, template, or prototype that defines and
describes the static attributes and dynamic behaviors common to all objects of the same kind. An instance is a
realization of a particular item of a class. In other words, an instance is an instantiation of a class. All the
instances of a class have similar properties, as described in the class definition. For example, you can define a
class called "Student" and create three instances of the class "Student" for "Peter", "Paul" and "Pauline". The
term "object" usually refers to instance. But it is often used quite loosely, which may refer to a class or an
instance. A Class is a 3-Compartment Box encapsulating Data and Functions A class can be visualized as a
three-compartment box, as illustrated: Data Members or Variables or attributes, states, fields: Member
Functions or methods, behaviors, operations: In other words, a class encapsulates the static attributes data and
dynamic behaviors operations that operate on the data in a box. The data members and member functions are
collectively called class members. The followings figure shows a few examples of classes: The following
figure shows two instances of the class Student, identified as "paul" and "peter". The above class diagrams are
drawn according to the UML notations. A class is represented as a 3-compartment box, containing name, data
members variables , and member functions, respectively. An instance object is also represented as a
3-compartment box, with instance name shown as instanceName: Brief Summary A class is a
programmer-defined, abstract, self-contained, reusable software entity that mimics a real-world thing. A class
is a 3-compartment box containing the name, data members variables and the member functions. A class
encapsulates the data structures in data members and algorithms member functions. The values of the data
members constitute its state. The member functions constitute its behaviors. An instance is an instantiation or
realization of a particular item of a class. There are two sections in the class declaration: A classname shall be
a noun or a noun phrase made up of several words. All the words shall be initial-capitalized camel-case. Use a
singular noun for classname. Choose a meaningful and self-descriptive classname. Creating Instances of a
Class To create an instance of a class, you have to: Declare an instance identifier name of a particular class.
Invoke a constructor to construct the instance i. For examples, suppose that we have a class called Circle, we
can create instances of Circle as follows: Operator To reference a member of a object data member or member
function , you must: First identify the instance you are interested in, and then Use the dot operator. For
example, suppose that we have a class called Circle, with two data members radius and color and two
functions getRadius and getArea. We have created three instances of the class Circle, namely, c1, c2 and c3.
To invoke the function getArea , you must first identity the instance of interest, says c2, then use the dot
operator, in the form of c2. In general, suppose there is a class called AClass with a data member called aData
and a member function called aFunction. An instance called anInstance is constructed for AClass. Data
Members Variables A data member variable has a name or identifier and a type; and holds a value of that
particular type as descried in the earlier chapter. A data member can also be an instance of a certain class to be
discussed later. Data Member Naming Convention: A data member name shall be a noun or a noun phrase
made up of several words. The first word is in lowercase and the rest of the words are initial-capitalized
camel-case , e. Take note that variable name begins with an lowercase, while classname begins with an
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uppercase. Member Functions A member function as described in the earlier chapter: Member Function
Naming Convention: A function name shall be a verb, or a verb phrase made up of several words. The first
word is in lowercase and the rest of the words are initial-capitalized camel-case. For example, getRadius ,
getParameterValues. Take note that data member name is a noun denoting a static attribute , while function
name is a verb denoting an action. They have the same naming convention. Nevertheless, you can easily
distinguish them from the context. Functions take arguments in parentheses possibly zero argument with
empty parentheses , but variables do not. In this writing, functions are denoted with a pair of parentheses, e. It
contains two data members: Three instances of Circles called c1, c2, and c3 shall then be constructed with
their respective data members, as shown in the instance diagrams. In this example, we shall keep all the codes
in a single source file called CircleAIO. In the above Circle class, we define a constructor as follows: To
create a new instance of a class, you need to declare the name of the instance and invoke the constructor. For
example, Circle c1 1. The name of the constructor is the same as the classname. Constructor has no return type
or implicitly returns void. Constructor can only be invoked once to initialize the instance constructed. You
cannot call the constructor afterwards in your program. Constructors are not inherited to be explained later.
We begin with the following two access control modifiers: The member data or function is accessible and
available to all in the system. The member data or function is accessible and available within this class only.
For example, in the above Circle definition, the data member radius is declared private. As the result, radius is
accessible inside the Circle class, but NOT outside the class. In other words, you cannot use "c1. On the other
hand, the function getRadius is declared public in the Circle class. Hence, it can be invoked in the main.
Information Hiding and Encapsulation A class encapsulates the static attributes and the dynamic behaviors
into a "3-compartment box". Once a class is defined, you can seal up the "box" and put the "box" on the shelve
for others to use and reuse. Anyone can pick up the "box" and use it in their application. This cannot be done
in the traditional procedural-oriented language like C, as the static attributes or variables are scattered over the
entire program and header files. You cannot "cut" out a portion of C program, plug into another program and
expect the program to run without extensive changes. Data member of a class are typically hidden from the
outside word, with private access control modifier. Access to the private data members are provided via public
assessor functions, e. This follows the principle of information hiding. That is, objects communicate with each
others using well-defined interfaces public functions. Objects are not allowed to know the implementation
details of others. The implementation details are hidden or encapsulated within the class. Information hiding
facilitates reuse of the class. Do not make any data member public, unless you have a good reason. Getters and
Setters To allow other to read the value of a private data member says xxx, you shall provide a get function or
getter or accessor function called getXxx. A getter need not expose the data in raw format.
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It continues with example data structures and the development of a section of a fairly large program to give the reader
an overview of every state in the development of an object-oriented program. A diskette is included with the book,
containing C++ class libraries, sample programs and exercises.

Introduction to Software Design. Program Correctness and Efficiency. Inheritance and Class Hierarchies. The
CppUnit Test Framework. Students are encouraged to use the STL as a resource for their programming. The
data structure implementations in the text are simplified versions of the STL implementations. Data structures
are taught in the context of software design principles. Early chapters present software design concepts,
efficiency, and testing; the data structures chapters apply these principles to the design and implementation of
data structures needed to solve particular problems. Students gain an understanding of why different data
structures are needed, the applications they are suited for, and the advantages and disadvantages of their
possible implementations. Judicious use of UML class diagrams show relationships between classes and
emphasize the advantages of good class design and software reuse. The text illustrates how to use inheritance
to build new classes from earlier ones. Case studies follow a five-step process, sometimes iterative, to model
the software engineering principles used in industry: This process encourages students to think before they
code and work through design decisions before implementing a solution. Case Studies reinforce the
importance of testing through discussion of test cases relevant to the solution. Several case studies illustrate
design principles by revisiting earlier problems to show how they may be solved or a solution refined with a
different data structure. See examplesâ€” Phone directory case which uses an array in Sections 1. Sections of
primary interest to Java programmers would be Section P. Iterators introduced in chapters 4 The list class and
Iterator in Section 4. Demonstrate how to use iterator arguments with the standard functions in the algorithm
class in Section 4. For example, the selection sort function in Section Thorough coverage of testing process.
See examplesâ€” Ch 2 introduces program correctness and efficiency by discussing exception and exception
handling, testing strategies, and has brief coverage of big-O notation. Testing the ordered list class in Section
4.
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Unlike earlier data structures books in C++, this text emphasizes a programming style that supports object-oriented
programming, beginning with a discussion of classes in Chapter 1 and class hierarchies in Chapter 3 which is carried
throughout the book.

Students will design, develop and test object-oriented programs that utilize fundamental logic,
problem-solving techniques and key programming concepts. This course emphasizes problem solving using a
high level programming language and the software development process. Algorithm design and development,
programming style, documentation, testing and debugging will be presented. Standard algorithms and data
structures will be introduced. Data abstraction and an introduction to object-oriented programming will be
studied and used to implement algorithms. This course emphasizes problem-solving using a high level
programming language and the software development process. This course emphasizes problem-solving using
a high level programming language and the object-oriented software development process. Algorithm design
and development, classes and inheritance, programming style, documentation, testing and debugging will be
presented. Data abstraction and object-oriented programming will be studied and used to implement
algorithms. Upon successful completion of this course, the student should be able to use fundamental discrete
mathematics as it relates to computers and computer applications. The student will be exposed to a variety of
discrete mathematical topics. The course will include fundamental mathematical principles, combinatorial
analysis, mathematical reasoning, graphs and trees, and Boolean logic circuits. One-credit hour honors
contract is available to qualified students who have an interest in a more thorough investigation of a topic
related to this subject. An honors contract may incorporate research, a paper, or project and includes individual
meetings with a faculty mentor. Student must be currently enrolled in the regular section of the courses or
have completed it the previous semester. The student will experiment with a variety of discrete mathematical
topics. This course emphasizes programming methodology and problem solving using the object-oriented
paradigm. Students will develop software applications using the object-oriented concepts of data abstraction,
encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. This course prepares students to develop object-oriented, C
applications that solve a variety of problems. Students will apply object-oriented concepts including
inheritance, function overloading and polymorphism, and will utilize available classes as well as design their
own. Event-driven programming, Windows applications, web development, common data structures, database
access and frameworks will be presented. Basic data structures such as queues, stacks, trees, dictionaries, their
associated operations, and their array and pointer implementations will be studied. Topics also include
recursion, templates, fundamental algorithm analysis, searching, sorting, hashing, object-oriented concepts and
large program organization. Students will write programs using the concepts covered in the lecture. This
course will cover advanced programming topics using Java. Files, recursion, data structures and large program
organization will be implemented in projects using object-oriented methodology. Students will write programs
using queues, stacks, lists and other concepts covered in the lecture.
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Data Structures and Algorithms Using C++ by Radhika Raju Palagiri, Ananda Rao Akepogu Stay ahead with the world's
most comprehensive technology and business learning platform. With Safari, you learn the way you learn best.

It provides a number of features not available through the MQI. Just-in-time queue manager connection and
queue opening. Implicit queue closure and queue manager disconnection. Dead-letter header transmission and
receipt. IMS bridge header transmission and receipt. Reference message header transmission and receipt.
Work header transmission and receipt. The following Booch class diagrams show that all the classes are
broadly parallel to those IBM MQ entities in the procedural MQI for example using C that have either handles
or data structures. Methods and noteworthy attributes are shown below the class name. A small triangle within
a cloud denotes an abstract class. Inheritance is denoted by an arrow to the parent class. An undecorated line
between clouds denotes a cooperative relationship between classes. A line decorated with a number denotes a
referential relationship between two classes. The number indicates the number of objects that can participate
in a particular relationship at any one time. The ImqBoolean data type, which is defined as typedef unsigned
char ImqBoolean. Entities with data structures are subsumed within appropriate object classes. Objects of
these classes exhibit intelligent behavior that can reduce the number of method invocations required relative to
the procedural MQI. For example, you can establish and discard queue manager connections as required, or
you can open a queue with appropriate options, then close it. You can provide fixed-length buffers for user
data and use the buffer many times. The amount of data present in the buffer can vary from one use to the
next. Alternatively, the system can provide and manage a buffer of flexible length. Both the size of the buffer
the amount available for receipt of messages and the amount actually used either the number of bytes for
transmission or the number of bytes actually received become important considerations.
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6: Object-oriented Programming (OOP) in C++
C++ is an Object-Oriented Programming Language have different data types 5 Data Structures - CSCI models and
diagrams used when developing object-oriented.

Download sample - I heard about that book many times but I never read it before. So, I did take a look at it.
OO code makes it hard to add new functions because all the classes must change. Well, this article is about
using Data Structures with Object Oriented Programming and making it possible to add new data structures
without having to change all functions and to add new functions without having to change all data structures.
The Bad Examples The examples in the book are more or less like the ones that follow. It is important to note
that I am writing this from what I remember and I am using C instead of Java, so it is natural that it looks
different, yet I keep the idea of what "procedural" and "object oriented" mean: Unfortunately, if we add a new
shape, we will need to change all the existing functions. The "object oriented" version works in an opposite
manner, forcing all shapes to change if new methods or properties are added to the IShape while allowing new
shapes to be added without having to change any existing code. One is made in the procedural manner and one
is made in the bad object oriented manner. Our purpose is to create an application that uses one of the libraries
and adds the following traits in the application, without changing the library code: And the answer is: If we
use the procedural library, we will not be able to add a Triangle class and use the Geometry. If we use the
object oriented library, we will not be able to add a Draw method to the IShape, as to do that, we should
change the library itself. Well, I will present it near the end of this article. Now I will continue with "fake
solutions". Work-arounds and Pseudo-solutions I can say that there are many "pseudo-solutions". For
example, we can take the object oriented library, add the Triangle shape and then create a procedural Draw
function in another class. Then, if we want to add even more shapes, we will need to remember that some
methods are part of the shape and that some methods are "elsewhere". We could also take the procedural
library, add the new shape and then create an AppGeometry class with a Draw method that supports all the
shapes plus a GetArea method supporting the Triangle and redirecting to the Geometry. GetArea for the other
shapes. This solution will work great if all the calls to the GetArea come from the application, but it will fail
with the Triangle if there are other methods in the library that already depend on the Geometry. What will
happen if our purpose was to have a library of base shapes and functions, then another library with complex
shapes and more functions and we still wanted to allow applications to add their own shapes and functions?
Note that the solution over the object oriented library used a procedural Draw while the procedural library
already has restrictions. Expandable Procedural Code We can solve the procedural code by making it
expandable. Yet, remember that this is not the final solution, as my purpose is to present an object oriented
one. Imagine that in the procedural library, the code of the Geometry class was like the following instead of
the previously presented one: GetArea method for the new shapes. We will not need to call a different method
and so, any calls made in the library itself or in another library to the Geometry. GetArea would be able to
support the new shape. It would be enough to register new handlers in the event GettingArea event. The
problem with this approach is the "bad pattern" it may cause if we have many, many different shapes. If we
add one handler per shape, it will become slow for those shapes found "in the end" of the calls. Using a single
delegate with tests per type will be a little faster, but will still share the problem and, even if it is possible to
make a clever algorithm in the handler, that clever algorithm is what we should have to start with We can use
data structures and "attach" functions to them. See the following code: This can be done in any application
without having to change the code of the ShapeAreaGetter class. I am not calling it Geometry on purpose as
we can add many "Geometry" functions in their own classes, so it is better to use more specific names. We can
also add any function, even not related to geometry, like Draw , by using a code very similar to this one. That
is, we may have a "pattern" to add functions. The code for the Draw could look like this: So, to keep the idea
that the Draw method exists only in the application while the GetArea is part of the library, consider that only
the AreaGetter class is part of the library. Problems in the New Solution? The new solution is fully functional.
It will work pretty fast even if we add incredibles amounts of shapes as the ConcurrentDictionary insertion and
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lookup is O 1 constant time in most situations. We need to do ShapeAreaGetter. GetArea shape or
ShapeDrawer. Finally, when should we register the default functions that come with the library? The first two
problems may be solved by using an IShape interface and extension methods. The third item is almost
impossible to solve. We may create a helper class with most of the logic, but it will become a helper class full
of generic arguments and in the end, we will still need a pattern to use this class, creating new classes and
doing redirections. Yet, we must remember that dependency properties with value coercions have a big pattern
too, yet people get used to it. The fourth item is a problem in any solution. If all the functions are going to be
supported by all the shapes, then we need to implement them all anyway. At least this solution allows new
functions and shapes to be added in the final application without requiring the libraries to be modifed. The last
problem is actually a problem in C. This is a C limitation, as the. NET itself allows this and none of the
work-arounds are really clean. Or we create "initialization methods" that must be invoked before using the
library, or we register the actions for the default shapes in static constructors presents either in the shapes or in
the "function classes" the ShapeAreaGetter and ShapeDrawer or we can even put an extra logic in them to find
for "default implementations" in specific namespaces or the like. Each Drawer and AreaGetter is in a separate
class, but actually it is possible to put many in the same class. When initializing the libraries, all those methods
are registered using reflection. This is good because new AreaGetters and Drawers may be added without
having to touch the code that registers them. The application display the shapes and has a list that presents
their areas. It is not animated or anything like that, simply because this is not the purpose of the application. In
my opinion, in any code that we are writing and thinking about using a switch. Yet, as happens with many
patterns related to maintainability, we may not need to use it in the final application, as extensions to the
application usually require the application to change anyway, and it is probably too much to find all the
switches in existing applications to replace them by the presented pattern. So, in new code, it is good to get
used to this pattern. In old code, if we are already facing maintainability problems, we should try to use the
pattern. If we are not facing problems, we should let the switches there and focus on more important problems
first.
7: Data Structures and Algorithms with Object-Oriented Design Patterns in C++
Refer to Using the Component Object Model Interface (WebSphere MQ Automation Classes for ActiveX) for information
about coding programs using the IBM MQ Object Model in ActiveX. C++ IBM MQ provides C++ classes equivalent to
IBM MQ objects and some additional classes equivalent to the array data types.

8: BCS Data Structures
A(n) ____ constructor is used when an object declaration does not supply initial values for the data members of the
object. Default A(n) ____ constructor initializes specific values supplied in the object's declaration.

9: Programming and Problem Solving with C++: Comprehensive
Program Structure Object-Oriented Programming Â» C++: header files, #include directives, namespaces, using
Object-Oriented Data Types and Representation.
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